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< p > Data madman Chamberlain single game crazy take 100 points, single season were cut 50.4 points, career averaged with 30.1
points and 22.9 rebounds, career averaged 45.8 minutes, these records by Chamberlain to create, with increase of the intensity of
the NBA game, some records dust seal for many years, is difficult to be broken, the following is the NBA's top 10 dusty record. No1,
one of the highest scoring: Chamberlain - Wilt 100 points March 2nd 1962, in the Philadelphia warriors beat New York Nicks game,
Chamberlain scored 100 points of terror! < p > this Knicks game racking their brains to limit the Chamberlain's play, but have ended
in failure, Chamberlain 63 voted 26, foul penalty 32 28, chamberlain is xiehu before the free throw shooting from the field and is not
very high, but create historical moments Chamberlain throw more surprising, in addition to his 63 times the number of shots, 36 times
hit times and 28 times the penalty number also made history. < p >. The first section, Chamberlain scored 23 points, the second
section, Chamberlain adds 18 points, but even so, halftime, people also do not anticipate this game will be fantastic to hopeless
situation, because at that time, the score of 41 points in a half. For Chamberlain is a piece of cake. Just over three months ago, he
was still with the Lakers (three OT) 78 wild grazing. real terror from the beginning of the third quarter, people do not see the slightest
signs of fatigue Chamberlain, but he was completely crazy up third games at the end of the game, Chamberlain has been 69 points.
After the start of the fourth quarter, Chamberlain every shot into the basket, the fans will shouted in unison, Chamberlain instant score.
When the fans shouted "98", the end of the race distance also happen to also have 98 seconds, Chamberlain among the basket.
Luke Rick calmly the incoming ball, Chamberlain the ball, bawanggengshanggong, went straight up dunk 100 points for complete
this! No2, single season field are the highest score: Chamberlain - Wilt 50.4 points 118 field score 40+, 14 consecutive games
scoring 30+, 65 consecutive games scoring 20+, 126 consecutive games scoring 50+, rookie season averaging 37.6 points, 72.7%
of the highest single season hit rate...... It is worth mentioning that these figures are not only all the highest in the history of the NBA,
but also with the second behind the gap is a few years away. for all of the above reasons, Chamberlain's name is destined to appear
frequently on all NBA's data records. 1961-1962 season and wound Chamberlain was still in Philadelphia Warriors team, which is
Chamberlain's third NBA season, and rookie season firepower Chamberlain destined to make a difference in this season and the
season scoring machine Chamberlain altogether takes 4029 points, averaging 50.4 points for Houston. In addition, he was against
the New York game cut 100 points, the Knicks ever amount >
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